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SUMMARY ciao, repeatable control of the HiNMT
vehicle during certain prescribed maneu-

This report presents the development vers so that a large quantity of high-
of an experimental flight test maneuver quality test data could be obtained
autopilot (FTHAP) for a highly maneu- in a minimum of flight time.
verable aircraft. The essence of this

technique is the application of an auto- The FTHAP has been used for various
pilot to provide precise control during maneuvers, including straight-and-level
required flight test maneuvers. This flight, level accelerations and decel-
newly developed flight test technique erations, pushover pullups, excess-thrust
is being applied at the Dryden Fliqht windup turns, thrust-limited vindup
Research Facility of NASA Ames Research turns, and the rocking-horse maneuver.
Center. The FrTAP is designed to
increase the quantity and quality of This report discusses the develop-

data obtained In flight test. The tech- ment of the FMAP vithin the context of
nique was developed and demonstrated on the RiNAT systems and flight test
the highly maneuverable aircraft tech- maneuver requirements. The details of
noloqy (HiMAT) vehicle. This report the KiNAT system implementation deter-
describes the HiMAT vehicle systems, mined the mechanization technique used
maneuver requirements, MAP developiment with the FTAPJ the specific maneuver

process, and flight results. requirements of the iHAT research
program determined the trajectories

IwIROOrrION selected for automation. The develop-
ment of the rIWAP is detailed from

To meet the research needs of the linear analysis through nonlinear simu-

highly maneuverable aircraft technology lation to application in flight. The
(LMMAT) pro)oct, a new flight test tech- analytic models and development tools
nique was developed at the Dryden Flight used in this process are described in
Research Facility of WASA Ames Research their context of application. Flight
Center (Aems-Dryden). The essence of test results are included to illustrate
this fiijht test technique is the appli- the MrWAP operational effectiveness.
cation of an autopilot to provide pro-
cise control during requ1Vt4 fliqht test While developed specifically for the
maneuvers, such as pushover puliups. HiNAT remotely piloted research vehicle
windup turns, and "rockinq-horse" (RPOV), the MAP represents a broadly
maneuvers. This technique, the flight applicable flight test technique that
test manuever autopilot (FINIAP), was provides the pilot with a means of
applied to the NiNAT vehicle because of simultaneously controlling multiple
the problems in flying the vehictl at parameters to meet demanding tolerances.
high angles of attack and elevated load This technique is extendable to either
factor%. The problems were such that manned aircraft or aircraft having less

the pilot received no motion or Usual performanco capability and maneuver-
visual cues, and the aircraft experi- ability than the MiMAT vehicle.

enced wing rock and buffet at the high
angles of attack at which data were to 10UM LArtM

be collected.
Where appropriate. parameters are

The IlMAP io the extension of pre- referenced to fuselage body axes
vious flight test trajectory guidance according to right-hand sign conventions.
research at Ames-Dryden (ref. I) and

represents the first closed-loop appli- A state matrix
cation of this pilot-aiding technique.
The rTMAP was desiqrnd to provide pre- A/S afterburner
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max maximum or limit value Dryden. The 1530-kg (3370-1b) vehicle
is air-launched from a B-52 aircraft at

min minimum or limit value 13,700 a (45,000 ft) and carries 300 kg
(660 Ib) of fuel for the J8S-21 engine.

ii normal control law path The vehicle is flown wnder the control
(as opposed to boundary of a U&SA research test pilot located in
limiter path) a ground-based RPRV facility cockpit.

Flight test activity is monitored on the
n normal ground by use of telemetry dovnlink.

Flight control laws for both primary and
o trim value backup operation are implemented through

two ground-based and two airborne digi-
ref reference value t&l computers. The vehicle is equipped

with Landing skids and forward-looking
T thrust television for horizontal recovery on

the surface of an Rdwards dry lakebod.
y lateral

In the primary node of operation
Vectorse (fig. 4), aircraft sensor data are

tranamitted to the ground by a telemetry
u control vector downlink. The dovnlinkod data are used

to drive the ground cockpit displaysi
* state vector the data are also used as input to the

ground-baoed primary control system
derivatIve ot the state (PCS) computer The control law com-

vector with respect to puter combines the pilot input commands
time with the dovnlinked aircraft sensor data

in the esecution of the KItMA control
Sobervation vector laws. The computer then formats a oervo-

actuator command for each of the vehicle

(...IT column vector notatlon control surfaces and throttle. These
surface commands are output to the up-

MtMAT SVSTWW •IS" toW linA encoder end then transmitted to the
aircraft trot. )).

The "IMAT vehicle (fiq. 1) we*
d•ks4ned to incorporate technologtcal
advances in many fields, COae-CoUpled 1to accomplish the primary pro)ect
canard confLquratko", seroelastic
takiorinq. advanced transonic awrody- rewerch objectivee, several maneuers
namico, advanced composite and meotal- were ard includinlv cccvi-
ic tructures, diital fly by-wire rations a lertion, pushover

controls, and dilitally implemented pulips ees wisnthrust tundup tlrns,
Lter~ratmd propulsion control systemethstate idpurlvl(ref.cato prop).sion Thea NIN(f o. i turns. and the roc1ting-horee maneuver.
arot. 2).4-sle herso of anV envis2ine These maneuvers were to be performed

with a precision that necessitated thefall-scale fighter aircraft with an e-q dovolopent of a technique to provide
sustained-turn maneuver capability at

aautomttic multiple-auis control. NotMasch 0.90 and an oltitudo of 7 00

(25,000 (t). only were terminal conditions specified
to esacting accuracies, but the rates

The operational concept (fig. 3) at which those conditions were to be

for the WiR~AT vehicle to similar to achieved were an additional constraint.

that for previous PPUV9 flown at Ames- For a pilot using manual control and
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normal piloting techniques, the rate of The stick is pushed forward until the

onset of a flight maneuver is the most measured angle of attack reaches a spec-

demanding requirement. The maneuvers ified angle-of-attack increment Ac

used angle-of-attack command or normal- below the trim conditions. This angle

acceleration command variables. The of attack is held for a predetermined

design goal vas to control the rate of condition-hold time A&a. Then the stick

onset by linearly increasing the command is pulled back past the trim point and

variable at 0.25 deg/sec for angle-of- held until the measured angle of attack

attack commanded maneuvers and 0.2 q/sec increases to the specified ha above the

for normal-acceleration commanded maneu- trim angle of attack. After the hold

vers. This was to be accomplished time, the stick is moved forward until

while controlling the vehicle to toler- the aircraft returns to straight-and-

ances of 1O.S" angle of attack or tO.5-q level fliqht. The commanded rate of

normal acceleration, 10.01 Mach, and
1SO-s (ZSO0-ft) altitude for the col- change of angle of attack acmd deter-

lection of aerodynamic, structural, manes the slope of the angle-of-attack

flutter, and overall performance data. time history. During this maneuver,

A description of each maneuver, its use, lateral stick is used to maintain a

and the specific performance require- Witns-level Condition.
smnts for that maneuver are described in

the tolLowinq sections. For the tined-throttle pushover-
pullup maneuver, MAch number to not

Level Accelerations and Deceleraotons controlled and the throttle remains
constant throqbhout the maneuver.

A level acceleration or deceleration Stalar to level acceleration* amd

Ia -q, vtnqs-lovel maneuver performed decelerations, the fxoed-throttle

at constant attitude with increasing or maneuver its a two-asi task, which

decreasngq Mach nu•mer. UCrLnq a leveL requires logitudinal and lateral con-

acceleration or deceleration. lonqttudi- trol. Iovver. the constant-nach

nal *tick to used to control altitude, maneuver is A three-aXis task that

LateraL sOtLck s used to control roll leto requires active control of MAch
attktude, and thottlto to used to con- nuoiber with the throttle. Durinl the
trot Mach numbr. These maneuvers are pushover-pinlup maneuver in ihich a

used for airlpeed ca.Lbrations, to constant •uch number ts maintained,

de-trmine climb performance. and to the longitudinal and airspeed *eos

obtain overall perfotmance data. These art strongly coupled.
maneuvers are t*quired to be performed

at a constant altttude within ! aO e The peohovor-pullup maneuver to

(eSOO tt)s tho tnargqt Mch number ts used to obtain draq data and winq and

to be achioved without overshoot, canard peessure data at angles of attack
above end below trim. The maneuver ts

Pushover Pu I•lupe to be parformd to a imesured angl, of
attAck within 20.S6 of the coamalnd*

A push~over jpulltip I* a wings-level anqle-of-attac% praftle. In addition.
maneuver that can be performed at the rate of change of angle of attack
either a Cnnstant V€rott. tsetting or must be matntatine at 0.S0 deq/oec

a constant Mach number. 1h0 Maneuver during the maneuver. The time &t for

consists of varying the aircraft angle which the end codition (S t iscu) is
of att~ack m about the trim condition to be hold wse originally specified

a.. Ftqur. 5 illostratoo the pitch-aSit as 5 see. but was later changed to

task for the pushov•r-puLlup Mneneuvrr. tore. ftrt th constant-Sach pushover



pullup, the tolerance in Mach error to a tolerance of I0.50 angle of attack

is ±0.01 Mach. or -O.S-g normal acceleration.

Turns The command rate is the most
demanding requirement for the pilot

An excess-thrust windup turn, a because, as the normal acceleration of

thrust-limited windup turn, and a a maneuver increases, so does the dif-
level turn are all elevated normal- ficulty of controlling the vehicle to

acceleration maneuvers. Longitudinal maintain the other mission tolerances.
stick is used to control angle of attack To illustrate the complexity of the

or normal acceleration, the lateral piloting task as a function of in-

stick is used to control altitude rate, creasing normal acceleration, figure 6

and the throttle is used to control Mach shows the bank-angle requirements for a

number. The excess-thrust windup turn range of normal accelerations. Figure 6

is a turn in which normal acceleration, is based on the normal-acceleration
Load factor, and angie of attack are tolerance (t0.S g) and the relationship

increased to a target value at a con- for a constant-altitude turn,

stant altitude and constant Hach num-
ber. The thrust-limited windup turn is oo1-
performed not at constant altitude, but an

with the nose of the aircraft pointing

slightly downward. This aliqns the where 9 Is the bank angle and An Is the

gravity vector more closely with the normal acceleration. The qraph in

aircraft body axis to act as a thrust- tiqure 6 shows that the acceptable range

aiding force, so that altitude Is traded for bank angle decreases dramatically

tor Hach number. The level turn ti a as the target normal acceleration in-
constant normal-acceleration version of creases. Thus, lateral control of the

the eccoss-thrust turn. vehicle becomes more de~andinq as the

target normal acceleration Increases.

-'Me*e turns atoe 4.0 to provide **cause the orientation of the lift

fLight conditions to meeasuro v ing l0"oa, vector determines tMe altitude rve. of

winq defLection, wing prCeeure., dreg, the vehicle, the main effect of bank-

and buffet, as veltl a to gather eta- anglo variation* is altitude error.

bkikty and controi data at elevated nor- The altitude rate generated by a bank-

sal 4ccoleration and angtl of attack. anqle error increases as mae normal

For the HtMAT proqras. each of tho three acceleration Increase• .

turns is required to be a&gle-of-attack

commanded or normal-acceleration co*- while figure 6 llu4strates the

manded, with tho target condition spec- 4eoreaoing benA-engle tolerance as a

iflid In toere of an anql* of tta*ck or function of target normal acceleration,

a notmal accelration. resp•ctively. this same plot could be used to show the

Ouring these tuns, the ob)ectiwe to relationship of time until the altitude

to maintain altitude vithin t ISO a tolerance ts exceeded as a function of
(t ¶00 ft) and to meNtaIn Wach number normal acteleration. Thus, not only

within C 0.0? of the nominal. TWO Con- doe* the tolerance for bank-angle error

Manded parameter from the trim to the decrwe*a as a function of itcre*asinq

tarqet condition to to be incrwased target normal asceleration. but the

at a specified rate of O.25 dq,!Vec for amount of time until altitude is out

anqLP-of-ottack cosimanded turns and of tolerance 4ecreoses. thereby requir-

0.2 q•0ec for normal-Occelration coo.- in more attention to the lateral axis.

manded turns. An additional rostraint The vindup turn is a highly coupled

I* that the targti condition be achi@ved three-anis task requiring longitudinal.
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.ateral, and airspeed control. Not the desired Mach number (Mref - AN) has
,nly does a chanqe in angle of attack been reached, the longitudinal stick is

nd normal acceleration require a coo- moved forward quickly to achieve - 6 an.
mensating change in bank angle to main- This longitudinal stick movement is

amn the specified altitude, but an accompanied by lateral stick action to

mmediate throttle change is required decrease the bank angle and maintain

.o maintain Mach number to compensate level flight. The forward stick posi-
'or changing drag. tion is held until Mach number has

ocking'-IIors HWW S increased to tiref * A•i the stick is

then moved aft until normal acceleration

A rocking-horse maneuver is per- at zero excess thrust ano is achieved.

!ormed after a windup turn has stabi-
Azed to the zero-excess-thrust con- Because the rocking-horse maneuver

litton. The purpose of the manuaver is flown at maximum afterburner, fuel
.s to gather pertormance lata at Hach consumption is high and the amount of
tumbers and load factors near the appar- time available for maneuvering is lIm-

rnt zero-excess-thrust condition to fix irod. The only constraint on the int-

the exact zero-excess-thrust condition. tIal windup turn is that it end at a
this condition is Important because it specific altitude and Mach number when

tetarmines the maximum sustained turning excess thrust decreases to zero.

:a&paDbLty of tno vehicle in a given Kowever. it the windup turn to the

ILIqht condition. Becase e zero exceos zero-excess-thrust condition can be
thrust occurs when the available thrust controlled, useful wing loads, pros-
tL equalL to tne drag, any LnCrease In sure. and deflection data can also be
r•ocmaL acceleration must te accompanied collected during the turn. As excess

Dy either an altitude or a vetocity toos. thrust ts redouoed to zero, the ability

rhe rocking-horse mAnuovet is a htLqhIY to ch~,nqe total vehicle energy also
:oupled two-axis task requirtnq Loaqtt.- dotoezsea to goro. The vehicle specific

linaL and Lateral control. which creacts energy C4 is given by tke relationship
even more pilot workload than the vtnd-

4p turn. because the throttle is fixed 4
at maxOmUm atoterburcnr. the maneuver * h * 39

requires only *tick action, albitMI
Mlqhly coodriatoed. where h os attitude•, V is total voloc-

ity, and g is the acceleration due to
rtlgure 7 LLutatoe theo normatl gravity. m derivative of this quan-

acceleration and Mach number charoc- tity With respact to time yields spe-
terstkLcs of a sLnlq, cycle of the cific power P where
cocking horse. once the vehicle is
at the Mero-eocess-thtuat condition ad
the thrust has Otabiliked at *&maim i* [*
afterburner. the Lonqitudinal *tick dt

ts moved rapidly aft until some specified
increase in nortsl acceleratton An hat which i usmed as the specificetion

boen obtained. This aft lonqitudi•tl porsote for tW taro-O;c-ss-ithrust

%tich movement must be accc4M~.ned by coodition of Ps 0qual to 0 2 A *fsec

lateral stick activity to Increase bank 0 t 25 ft/ ). Tho rfte of change

snolte and maintain Level fliqht. The of normal *Ctelerstion is specified os

elevated load factor condition is main- 5 ql/se. The &an hat a tolerance of

taen~d until ftch numbor has decreased 1O.5 q. anod 4 is specified as the point

a specified amount AIR from the der.- at which stick reversal occurs.

excess-thrust Mach number RVef. When

7



FTNA DZSCRIPTION The FTKAP successfully controlled the
IHiMAT through a constant-altitude

To provide the capability to per- cruise, a constant-altitude decelera-

form the required research maneuvers, tion, a windup turn at low dynamic

the FTMAP operates as an outer loop to pressure, and a constant-Mach push-

the PCS, replacing the pilot in the over pullup. However, when the windup

closed-loop flight system (fig. 8). turn to the design condition of 8 g at

When the FTMAP is engaged, the normal Mach 0.90 and 7600-m (25,000-ft) alti-

pilot input commands are replaced by tude was initiated, a lateral insta-

corresponding commands generated by the bility was experienced. This problem

FTKAP. These PTHAP-qenerated commands (discussed in app. C) was corrected

are the result of feedback control laws before the next HiMAT flight one week

that operate on error siqnals derived later. On that fllqht, the F71P suc-

by comparing measured vehicle parameters cessfully controlleJ the HiIAT vehicle

with a dynamically computed trajectory. for all data collection maneuvers. The

This computed trajectory corresponds to use of the FT"AP in flight accounted for

the flight test maneuver selected by 53 percent of the 25.5-mmn total flight

the pilot, time from launch to touchdown.

Appendix A presents a detailed For the remaining RiMAT flights,

description of the MTtAP systems and a the PlA was used for almost all data
discussLon of both operational charac- collection maneuvers. On the seventh

teristics and operational mechanization flight, the thrust-limited windup turn

of the MAP. Appendix a provides a was demofstrated under MAP control.

description of the VTreJ control laws, The F?"" vas used during the remaining

appendix C details the development of flights with only minor modifications.

the VTtA from Linear analysis throuqh

simulation and flight. and appendis 0 because of the success of the

descrboes special KIMAT instrumentation FIAP development and flight applice-

used with the MrtAP. tion. only a limited number of research
maneuvers wore flown manually by the

VL IGWN ZULTS pilots after the rrMA became opera-

tion4a. I" results of this litm.ed
Three gKMAT fliqhts were used for sample of maneuver* are u2e0. where

rVTAD development (reo. 4). On the applicable. to compeare MVWA-flown and

firet two fLtqhts. the rwA wVa oeod manually flovn mn•euvors. A doescri•"ion

only for altitude hold during cruise. of the M"A-f l(w maneuvrs io PiCe-

acceLerations, and decelerations at con- seanted in the following sections.

stant altitude. eased on this flight

eopeorence, a IongLtudtnal dynamic- Altitde Hold

pressure qakn schedule we* added to

tho rrI4P controk laws. on the thir4 Although not required in the IM

fLight, the rMAP wes used for tree design specification. the altitude-

rsnqe-positioni4•g, iow-q turns at hold maine•wer wee •eod to estAblish

an altitude Mf 1,.000 a 140.000 ft). cco*tant-#ech and cosetant-eltitude

Theose three %rindup turns were Vr- cruise. a, well as to control altitude

formed at Mach 0.90. 0.95. and 1.10. during d46coeretions and aceleratIons.

The success of the rRAV oin the" Figure shols a winqs-leve,0 constant-

flights encoureod its Us0e of sub- altitude, conetSnt-Aach cruise at a
goquent fLiqhts. nominanl n ch 0.60 and a 12.200-.

(40.000-ft) altitude. The TAP

On the fnurth fLikht. tho rUAV wet controls the vehicle at the engae-

used to coLlect fliqht rosearch data. Sent altitude and c1001an<ed WISch



%umber to within the resolution of the As demonstrated by the altitude-rate
lata system, time histories, these maneuvers are

highly dynamic. However, Mach number is
The constant-altitude deceleration maintained close to the nominal con-

shown in figure 10 was flown at a nomi- dition. The angle-of-attack time
%al altitude of 7600 m (25,000 ft) and a histories show the smooth control of the
4ach range from approximately 0.70 to FT'AP from pushover-pullup initiation to
).50. Once again, the excellent FTAP exit phase initiation. During the exit
:ontrol and stability are evident. A phase of the maneuver, the FTMAP tran-
Level acceleration from approximately sitions from the angle-of-attack control
Uach 0.50 to 0.80 is shown in figure 11. mode to the altitude-hold control mode.
Lhe key feature of these maneuvers is The altitude recovery portion of this
the control of altitude to within the maneuver is actually performed using
resolution of the data system. For the the altitude-hold control capability
accelerations and decelerations, the of the FTMAP with the nominal altitude
Lack of overshoot in Mach number at the as reference.
final condition illustrates the desired
well-damped performance. Windup Turns

As can be seen from figures 9 to 11, Figure 16 compares two manually

the rTHAP provided a means of collecting flown windup turns. These maneuvers are
lata at constant altitude to exacting initiated from a wings-level, 1-g con-
tolerances. This system provided high- dition at a nominal altitude of 7600 m
qua•ity, consistent cruise and perform- (25,000 ft) and Mach 0.90. The objec-
ance data. Particularly noteworthy ts tive of each maneuver is to increase
the demonstration of the Pich number either the normal acceleration at a rate
control feature. The level accelera- of 0.2 g/sec or the angle of attack at a
tions and decelerations were performed rate of 0.25 deq/sec until the desiqn
smoothly and at constant Mach rates, condition is achieved. Mach number is
The target Mach number was achieved to be held to 10.01 KMch, and altitude
without overshoot, is to be within 1150 m (±500 ft) of the

nominal. Two features of these maneu-
Pusehover-Pullup •aneuvers vers are important - maneuver quality

and maneuver consistency. The dif-
The constant-Pach pushover pullup ficulty of flying these maneuvers is

was demonstrated in fliqht as an oxample apparent from the time histories. In
Ot the pushover-puLlup cLaso of maneu- both maneuvers, the rates of increase of
vers. This maneuver was performed to normal acceleration and angle of attack
the specified requirements with only are irregular and erratic. Both the
minor deviatiLnn beyond Mach number Mach number and altitude tolerances are
tolerance. riqure 12 competes three exceeded. There is little repeatability
VMAP pushovor pu•i•up at nominal con- from maneuver to maneuver.
ditions of a 6100-m (20.000-ft) altitude
4nd Mach 0.00. As shown in fiqure o2, In contrast, three F¶•P-flown
the data obtainod from those maneuers windup turns shown in figure 17 are
are repeatable frtm fliqht to fligt, virtually identical. The rate* of

The quality of the 4at* it evident from increase for both angle of attack and
the time histories of tho maneuvers in normal acceleration are regular and
fiqures 12 to tS. These fiqures de*- controlled. Altittle tolerance is
onstrate that the FTKA.P performed the maintained throughout the maneuver.
pushover-pukLup maneuvers throuqhout the Po'wevr. the Plach number tolerance
HIMAT fliqht envelopp. is still exceeded. T"h maneuver qual-

9



ity, repeatability, and hence, predict- leveled out. The logic used to detect
ability were demonstrated throughout and compensate for this transition is
the HiMAT flight envelope. Another described in appendix C.
key poin, of this comparison is the
difference in elapsed time for maneuver Figure 20 is a time history showing
execution. The pilot-flown maneuvers elevator doublets performed for param-
require approximately 80 sec, whereas eter identification purposes during an
the FTMAP-flown maneuvers are completed FTMAP-controlled level turn. The
within 50 sec. maneuver was performed at Mach 0.80 and

an altitude of 4600 m (15,000 ft) at a
Figure 18 illustrates both the 6-g normal acceleration. This time

supersonic performance of the FTHAP and history illustrates the ability of the
its ability to achieve and maintain a FTMAP to accommodate disturbances. The
flight condition. The maneuver is a ability to collect repeatable data is
normal-acceleration commanded windup evident. The response of the system is
turn to 2 g at an altitude of 12,200 m virtually identical for each elevator
(40,000 ft) and Mach 1.10. Once the doublet. The flight condition is main-
2-g turn is achieved, the FTMAP recovers tained to well beyond the design speci-
Mach number to within the resolution of fications of the FTMAP.
the data system. The flight condition
is held almost without deviation for The two thrust-limited windup
approximately 40 sec. Figure 19 shows turns shown in figures 21 and 22 illus-
time histories from an angle-of-attack trate the performance of the FTMAP logic
commanded windup turn to 120 angle of in detecting the zero-specific-power
attack. The maneuver was performed at (Ps - 0) condition and controlling the
Mach 0.80 and an altitude of 9800 m HiMAT vehicle during a descending spiral
(32,000 ft). This maneuver again illus- by trading altitude for Mach number. In
trates the capability of the FTMAP to the turn at Mach 0.90 and an altitude of
control the HiMAT vehicle in a precise, 7600 m (25,000 ft), the logic to detect
predictable way. The rates of onset of the thrust-limited condition allows the
both angle of attack and normal accel- vehicle to gain an additional 10 angle
eration are regular and consistent, of attack and 2-g normal acceleration
Both Mach number and altitude are held while bringing the Mach number back to
to the specified tolerances. within a tolerance of ±0.01 Mach for

part of the maneuver (fig. 21). For the
These two windup turn maneuvers supersonic maneuver at Mach 1.20 and an

(figs. 18 and 19) are representative of altitude of 12,200 m (40,000 ft), the
the class of maneuvers in which the thrust-limited maneuver resulted in
FTMAP excelled and in which all design data for approximately 20 more angle of
specifications were met. The common attack and 3 g more normal acceleration
feature is the absence of the transition than would have been available without
from core engine to afterburner. The this logic (fig. 22). However, as shown
supersonic maneuver (fig. 18) was per- in the Mach-number time history, this
formed entirely in afterburner. The logic caused the vehicle to accelerate
subsonic maneuver (fig. 19) was per- excessively and to exceed tolerance.
fcrmed without the use of afterburner.
On the other hand, the FTMAP maneuvers The performance of the thrust-
shown in figure 17 began without after- limited control was demonstrated in
burner and transitioned into afterburner flight. The ability to detect and com-
as angle of attack increased. This pensate for the thrust-limited condition
transition occurred during the period was judged to be tolerable but did not
when the slopes of the angle-of-attack meet the Mach tolerance specification.
and normal-acceleration time histories As thrust-limited control performance
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was acceptable, further development was number control should be explored on
curtailed and this control logic was future projects.
not refined.

The development and demonstration of
FUTURE RESEARCH additional maneuvers are areas of future

FTMAP research. These include not only
The application of the FTKAP on the demonstration of maneuvers already

the "iMAT vehicle represents a proof developed, but also the development and
of concept rather than a finished demonstration of totally new maneuvers
production-type system. While the based on the capabilities of the FTMAP.
FTMAP performed exceptionally well, Two performance maneuvers were developed
not all design goals met the required for the FTMAP but were not demonstrated
tolerances. Additionally, many lessons in flight: the constant-throttle
were learned concerning requirements for pushover-pullup and the rocking-horse
an FTMAP system. This section of the maneuvers. These maneuvers would be a
report attempts to define the key areas useful adjunct to the related flight
in which further maneuver autopilot research maneuvers for the FTKAP.
research is needed.

In particular, the rocking-horse
The most significant problem maneuver is an extremely demanding and

encountered during the development difficult maneu"r. Figure 23 illus-
and flight demonstration of the FTKtAP trates two pilot-flown rockinq-horse
was the sensitivity of the autopilot maneuvers. The supersonic maneuver
to the aerodynamic model. This is not shown in figure 23(a) was performed at
a problem unique to control law design nominal conditions of Mach 1.40 and an
for an FTMAP, but the consequences are altitude of 12,200 m (40,000 ft). The
more severe than for conventional con- subsonic maneuver shown in figure 23(b)
trol law design. If the PT¶tAP is to was flown about nominal conditions of
be a tool for the initial flight test Mach 0.90 and an altitude of 7600 a
of a new vehicle, the design must be (25.000 ft). A feature most apparent
more robust and probably more adapt- from these two time histories is the
ive. To restrict the FTMAP to vehicles altitude range. The rocking-horse
with well-known and well-modeled aerody- maneuver is supposed to be a constant-
namics is to limit its application so altitude maneuver. The difficulty of
severely that the ITMAP would have controlling altitude is shown in the
little practical value as a generic altitude-rate time histories. The
flight test technique. pilot must constantly compensate for

altitude rate that is generated as a
Most of the problems encountered consequence of changing the normal

during PTRAP flight test were related to acceleration of the vehicle. Because
Mach number control. These problems the information needed to fly this
occurred during the transition from core maneuver (altitude, Mach number, and
engine to afterburner and after the normal acceleration) is on three sep-
thrust-limited condition. Both of these arate instruments, the task is even
regions are highly nonlinear transitions more difficult for the pilot.
that are somewhat vehicle dependent.
Hnwever, techniques can be developed to Two rocking-horse maneuvers flown by
regulate the rate of onset of angle of the 7IYMAP in the RiMAT simulator are
attack as military power is approached. shown in figure 24. The maneuver shown
The control of a vehicle in a thrust- in figure 24(a) was executed at simu-
limited turn is a difficult but achiev- lated conditions of Mach 1.10 and an
able task. These two aspects of Mach altitude of 12,200 m (40,000 ft). The
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maneuver shown in figure 24(b) was rather than a finished production-type
executed at simulated conditions of system. The FTMAP was used to fly

Mach 1.20 and an altitude of 7600 a level accelerations and decelerations,
(25,000 ft). Because these maneuvers constant-Mach pushover pullups, excess-
were executed on the simulator and not thrust windup turns, and thrust-limited
in flight, they should not be compared windup turns. All maneuvers for which
too closely with the pilot-flown rocking- it was designed, except the constant-
horse maneuvers. However, the features throttle pushover-pullup and the

to be noted in the simulated FT•4AP rocking-horse maneuvers, were demon-
maneuvers are the altitude control, the strated in flight. The FTrAP performed
virtual absence of altitude rate during exceptionally well - meeting and often
the rocking-horse maneuver itself, and exceeding the extremely demanding maneu-
the repeatability of each cycle of the ver tolerances: Mach within ±0.01,
maneuver. Based on the experience with altitude within ±150 m (1500 ft), angle

the VIMAP in a level turn (fig. 20), the of attack within ±0.50, and normal
flight results would probably be about acceleration within 10.5 g. In some

the same as the simulator results pre- cases, the Mach number tolerance was not
sented here. met. However, even in these instances,

the FTKAP proved capable of controlling
Flight research maneuvers that the HiMAT vehicle to tolerances compar-

could be performed by an FTMAP include able to those fmr a pilot using normal
(C) altitude and Mach number profiles pilotinq techniques. This new technique
flown at constant Reynolds number or has been demonstrated in flight and has
dynamic pressure with a specified %ngle proved to be a valuable tool.

of attack, and (2) constant-altitude
acceleratins and decelerations performed The stated goals of the 7TfAP devel-
at a specified angle of attack or normal opment were to increase the quanLity
acceleration. These maneuvers are even and quality of the data obtained in
more demanding of the pilot than the flight test. The objectives were to

rocking-horse maneuver and would benefit provide precise, repeatable control of
greatly from automation. the KiNAT vehicle during certain pre-

scribed maneuvers and to ensure that

A limitation imposed on the ?TMAP by a large quantity of high-quality test
the pilot interface with the system was data could be obtained in a minimum of
the need to achieve altitude by manually flight time. All these goals and objec-

flyinq the vehicle to the desired slti- tives were met. The FThAP increased the
tude. in fact, the use of thumbwheel overall quality of maneuvers signifi-

Switches to select maneuvers and maneuver cantly beyond what could be obtained by
conditions was somewhat limiting. The manual control. The quantity of data
pilot-rTIAP interface is one of the was increased because the FTMAP per-
areas in which research would be bane- formed maneuvers in less time than the
ficial. This will be a particularly pilot and also because maneuvers did
important issue when the PTMAP is not have to be repeated because of poor

applied to a manned vehicle, maneuver execution.

CONCLUDING RZMAXS This report documents the develop-

ment of the P1TYAP from the defining of
An experimental flight test maneuver design requirements to F7T4AP flight

autopilot (FTMAP) was developed for the test. The application of linear analy-
hiqhly maneuverable aircraft technology sis, modeling techniques, flight
(HiMAT) vehicle. This application of hardware-in-the-loop simulation, and
the PTM"AP represents a proof of concept flight test is illustrated. The result

of an advanced flight test technique of this FTvW development is an auto-
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pilot that provides precise, repeatable ful aid that allows multiple parameters
control of an aircraft during pro- to be controlled simultaneously to
scribed maneuvers and also allows the exacting tolerances.
collection of a large quantity of high-
quality data. Although first applied to
a high-performance remotely piloted
research vehicle (RPRV), the FTKAP National Aeronautics and Space
represents a broadly applicable flight Administration
test technique that has the potential Ames Research Center
to benefit any flight program. The Dryden Flight Research Facility
PTHAP provides the pilot with a power- Edwards, California, August 23, 1984
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APPENDIX A - DETAILED FTHAP SYSTEIS The system configuration for incor-
DESCRIPTION porating the FTHAP into the basic KiMAT

PCS was selected according to the
The FTMAP was developed to satisfy availability of hardware and the con-

the project requirements for precise, venience of mechanization. Because a
repeatable maneuvers. The operational duplicate set of control and decom-
characteristics and the operational mutation computers was already available
mechanization of the FTKAP for the in the RPRV facility, these computers
HiKAT system are described in this were used. If these computers had not
appendix. Figure 25 is an overview been available, a simpler scheme, such
of the HiMAT-FTMAP simulation system as the inclusion of the FTHAP control
showing the input panel and FTMAP laws within the PCS computer, could have
control laws described in this section been employed for the mechanization of
and the command generation function the FTMAP.
described in the simulation analysis
section (app. c). The procedure for flying a maneuver

with the FTMAP requires the pilot to fly
FTI'AP Operational Characteristics to the desired test altitude. When

altitude rate is within a nominal
The FTHAP operates as an outer loop 15-m/sec (1350-ft/sec) window and the

to the PCS shown in figure 4, employing vehicle is at the target altitude, the
two additional ground-based computers FTMAP is engaged using the cockpit input
(fig. 26). In this system, while the panel. Each maneuver sequence consists
FTKAP is engaged, the normal PCS pilot of three phases: straight and level,
input commands (that is, longitudinal maneuver cont--' and maneuver disen-
stick, lateral stick, and throttle gagement. Enqa .ment of the FTMAP
position) are replaced by corresponding establishes a reference altitude and
commands qenerated in the FTAP com- puts the FTMAP into a straight-and-
puter. The pilot retains rudder pedal level, altitude-hold mode. For the
control to trim sideslip; no FTHAP input level acceleration and deceleration
is required in the yaw axis. The PCS maneuvers, the straight-and-level phase
control laws execute in series with the of any of the manuevers could be used
FTKAP control laws and provide the and selected independently of the other
inner-loop stability augmentation. two phases, to provide an altitude-hold

autopilot with Mach number control.
Both the FTHAP and the PCS computers During the maneuver control phase, the

receive inputs from downlink processing FTMAP flies the vehicle through the test
computers that provide subframe decom- maneuver and monitors the vehicle states
mutation of the downlink data stream. to determine when the test conditions
The data available to the FTMAP com- are met and whether any predefined
puter are identical to those available mission limits are exceeded. This mon-
to the PCS computer. The FTMAP computer itoring of predefined mission limits is
accepts data from a cockpit input panel used to determine whether the FTMAP
(figs. 25 and 27) that allows defini- should be allowed to continue a maneu-
tion of the test condition parameters, ver. If one of these limits is encoun-
such as maneuver number, angle of tered, the FTKAP automatically enters
attack, normal acceleration, and Mach the maneuver disengagement phase and
number. This input panel includes returns the vehicle to straight-and-
thumbwheel switches, an annunciator level flight at the reference altitude.
display, and two electromagnetic con-
trol switches for FTKAP engagement and The FTNAP is equipped with six pro-
manuever initiation (fig. 28). cedures for exiting a maneuver. In
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three of these procedures, the MW on the vehicle. These preset limits are
remains operative and performs a con- based on the actual angle of attack,
trolled exit; in the other three, it normal acceleration, dynamic pressure,
is completely disengaged. In its normal and Mach number limits of the aircraft
operation, the FTNAP performs a con- minus a tolerance value. The tolerance
trolled exit from the maneuver phase, value provides a safety margin to pre-
executing a smooth, gentle ramping out vent possible damage to the aircraft.
of bank angle and load factor and This method ensures that an exit is com-
returning the aircraft to straight-and- sanded if a limit is reached, regardless
level flight, of the maneuver selected. In a windup

turn, the type of maneuver selected
The exit phase, like the straight- determines the ramping rate back to

and-level and maneuver phases, is indi- straiqht and level. For example, if the
cated on the instrument panel. Imme- aircraft were in a normal-acceleration
diately after an exit has been com- commanded windup turn and reacV - 'in

sanded, the exit indicator is illumi- angle-of-attack limit, it woul
nated and the maneuver indicator turns back to straight and level at
off. The exit phase does not ramp the corresponding to a normal-acceleration
aircraft completely back to straight and commanded windup turn.
level. At a certain point, based on the
bank angle of the aircraft, the FT1rAP Another method of commanding a nor-
changes from the exit phase to the mal exit from a windup turn maneuver is
straight-and-level phase. The light- based on a maneuver timer. When the
emitting diode (LED) annunciators on the FTHAP reaches its target condition, th

instrument panel change accordingly. maneuver timer starts. The FTMAP holds
The FTHAP then attempts to regain the the target condition for the prescribed
engagement altitude and the thumbwheel- amount of time and then commands an
selected Mach number. exit. In both the envelope limits and

maneuver timer methods described, the
The primary method of exiting a magnetic maneuver switch automatically

maneuver is to pull the maneuver switch returns to the off position when an exit
to the off position. This immediately is commanded by the FTMAP.
commands the exit phase, which begins to
ramp the aircraft back to straight-and- The three remaining procedures
level flight. The rate at which the completely disengage the autopilot and
aircraft returns to straight and level return control to the pilot. The pri-
is dependent on the maneuver selected. mary method of disengaging the autopilot
In an angle-of-attack commanded wind- is to squeeze the trigger switch on the
up turn, the aircraft ramps back to control stick. Squeezing the trigger
straight and level at an angle-of-attack returns one or both of the FTHAP electro-
rate of 1.60 deg/sec. In a normal- magnetic control switches to their
acceleration commanded windup turn, original positions, depending on the
the ramping rate is 1.28 g/sec. The current phase of FTIAP operation. The
ramping rate during the exit phase of a sound associated with the disengagement
pushover-pullup maneuver is 0.50 deg/sec, of the control switches provides the
which is equivalent to the rate through- pilot with a positive aural indication
out the maneuver phase. that he has control of the aircraft.

The normal manuever exit phase can An equally effective procedure to

also be triggered by reaching one of disengage the FTMAP is to put the mag-
the preset limits incorporated into the netic level-cruise switch in the dis-
FTMAP to reflect envelope limits imposed engage position. If the aircraft is
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in a maneuver, this action also causes condition parameters by means of the
the magnetic maneuver switch to move to thuabwheeL switches. This panel also
the off position. includes electromagnetic switches that

control FTMAP engagement (level cruise)
The third method of disengaging the and maneuver initiation. All commands

autopilot involves the G-ERR/ILS-GLSP to the FTKAP return a positive indica-
switch behind the thumbwheel switches tion when accepted by the autopilot.
(fig. 28). The G-ERR position provides Because the control switches are sag-
the pilot with a special flight director netic, they can only be engaged (and
display, while the ILS-GLSP position remain engaged) if the appropriate
provides the pilot with instrument signals are sent from the FT1AP com-
landing-glideslope guidance. When puter. After the FT•AP is engaged
this switch is pushed forward to the using the level-cruise switch, one
ILS-GLSP position, the 71HAP disen- of the three status lights on the
gages. Although not intended to be instrument panel (fig. 27) is illumi-
the primary means of disengagement, nated, indicating the current maneuver
this method prevents the possibility phase of the FT9AP.
of entering a manuever while attempting
to land. The VTMAP computer continuously

monitors a PCS computer-generated
Totally disengaging the FT•AP causes disengage signal and a downlink discrete

the current stick and throttle positions siqnal that indicates backup control
to be sent to the PCS and hence to the system (BCS) operation. If either of
vehicle. Thus, using one of these pro- these are set, the FT¶AP computer does
cedures that completely disengage the not permit engagement. An electromagnet
autopilot has the potential for intro- is used to hold the two control switches
ducing large transient commands. To in the engaged position. As a safety
minimize unacceptable transient commands precaution, the maneuver switch cannot
during FT4AP disengagement, the throttle be engaged if the level-cruise switch is
is left in the position in which it was not engaged. The maneuver switch is
during FTtAP engagement and the stick is also equipped with a channel guard to
returned to the zero command position. prevent accidental engagement.
In simulator studies, it was observed
that this procedure resulted in notice- The thumbwheel switches (figs. 25
able transients only in the longitudi- and 28) are used to select the desired
nal axis during a high-q turn. This is maneuver, target condition, and Hach
because the PCS had an essentially number. The first set of thumbwheel
full-aft stick command suddenly replaced switches defines the maneuver to be
by a neutral position stick command. The performed. Table I gives a descrip-
effect was to return the elevator and tion of each maneuver by maneuver
elevon rapidly from an extreme trailing- setting number.
edge up position to a zero position.
Hence, the vehicle began immediately to The second set of thuabwheel
lose altitude. The induced transient, switches defines (1) the target angle
while noticeable, was extremely benign of attack Gcrd for either a right or
and did not require excessive pilot left angle-of-attack commanded windup
attention to return the vehicle to wings- turn, or (2) the requested angle-of-
level flight. attack range A* for either type of

7TMAP operational mechanization pushover-pullup maneuver. The third
set of thumbwheel switches defines (1)
the target normal acceleration for a

The cockpit input panel (fig. 28) right or left normal-acceleration com-
allows selection of maneuver and test sanded windup turn, or (2) the Aan for
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the rocking-horse maneuver. The fourth To monitor PTHAP operation, the
set of thuwbdheel switches is used to cockpit is equipped with three FT4AP
input the Mach number to be reached and status lights located on the instru-
maintained during a maneuver. sent panel directly below the attitude-

direction-rate and yaw-rate indicators
The LZD annunciators display (fig. 27). These lights are horizon-

the current thumbwheel switch values tally placed LED. that indicate the
registered in the VTHAP computer. present phase of the MYKAP operation.
The annunciators display only the The LED* indicate (from left to right)

information pertinent to the selected level cruise, maneuver, and exit, cor-
maneuver. For example, if a normal- responding to the straight-and-level,
acceleration comsanded windup turn maneuver control, and maneuver disen-
is selected, a nonzero target angle- gagement phases, respectively.

of-attack command registers as zero

on the LED annunciators.
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APPENDIX 8 - CONTROL LAW DUCRIPTION bined, and the resultant command is
passed through a dynamic-pressure gain

The FiMAP control laws are composed schedule, an inverse stick shaper, and
of several control modes: altitude an output limiter.
hold, angle-of-attack control, normal-
acceleration control, wings-level The normal-acceleration control mode
control, turn control, and throttle (fig. 31) is used with the normal-
control (ref. 5). Depending on the acceleration commanded windup turn and
maneuver being executed, various modes the rocking-horse maneuver. This mode
are selected as shown in table 2. is identical in every respect to the

angle-of-attack control mode previously
The altitude-hoed mode (fig. 29) described, except for its inputs. The

maintains altitude during straight-and- main inputs for this mode form a normal-
level flight. In this mode, the longi- acceleration error signal, which is the
tudinal command to the aircraft is difference between the commanded FTKAP
controlled by an altitude-rate feedback normal acceleration and the sensor-
signal and an altitude error signal. measured aircraft normal acceleration.
The altitude error signal is the dif-
ference between the FTIAP engagement The wings-level control mode
altitude and the actual aircraft alti- (fig. 32) provides control of the
tude. The altitude-hold mode is desiqned lateral axis of the aircraft in both
to capture altitude under relatively straight-and-level flight and the
favorable conditions, the combined pushover-pullup maneuver. Bank attitude
altitude-rate and altitude error signal is maintained near zero through the use
is limited to keep the aircraft within of roll-rate and bank-angle feedback
the range of 0 to 2.5 g. The limited signals, which are scaled before being
command signal is multiplied by a gain combined. The resultant signal is
based on dynamic pressure and is passed passed through a combination of limiters
through an inverse stick shaper and out- and a limited integrator. The first
put limiter. limiter acts as a rate limit to control

the maximum rate of change of the
The angle-of-attack control mode lateral command; the second limiter pre-

(fig. 30) provides control of the lonqi- vents saturation of the integrator.
tudinal axis in the angle-of-attack co - Dynamic pressure and Hach number are
manded windup turn and pushover-pullup used to provide a scheduled scaling fac-
maneuvers. This mode is based on an tor prior to the final output limiter.
angle-of-attack error signal, which is
the difference between the commanded The turn control mode (fig. 33) pro-
FTMAP angle of attack and the sensor- vides lateral-axis control during any of
measured angle of attack of the air- the turn maneuvers. A roll-rate error
craft. The angle-of-attack error sig- signal, an altitude error signal, and an
nal follows two paths - a direct gain altitude-rate feedback signal are the
path and an integral gain path. The primary inputs. The reference altitude
direct gain path provides an immediate is maintained by means of the altitude-
output command but goes to zero as the rate and altitude error signals. The
target condition is reached. The output roll-rate and altitude error signals are
command produced through the integral used to provide effective bank-angle
path lags the error signal but can main- control. The roll-rate signal is scaled
tain a target condition even after the before reaching a washout filter. The
error signal has gone to zero. Sat- washout filter removes steady-state
uration of the integrator is prevented effects and allows the turn to be
by limiting the integrator. The direct established for a nonzero roll rate.
path and integral path signals are coi- To prevent excessive altitude error
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effects, the altitude signal is passed measured impact pressure is multiplied

through a limiter and a scaling factor by a constant gain factor before being
before being combined with the altitude- combined with the impact-pressure error

rate signal. The altitude-rate signal signal. A gain schedule that is depen-
also follows a direct path and is summed dent on altitude provides a scaling fac-
downstream of the limited integrator, tor for the impact-pressure-rate signal.
The combined limiters and limited The scaled impact-pressure-rate signal

integrator are identical to those in produces faster equivalent throttle
the wings-level control mode. Dynamic response at high altitudes to compensate
pressure and Mach number are used to for changes in the engine dynamics due

compute a scheduled gain factor before to altitude.
the final limiting process.

Under certain conditions, the

The throttle control mode (fig. 34) PT4AP is capable of commanding after-

is used in all FTMAP maneuvers except burner - that is, during the straight-
the pushover pullup with ftxed throttle. and-level maneuver phase if the Mach

The equivalent throttle command is number command is 1.00 or greater and

derived from the combination of an during the maneuver control phase of
impact-pressure error signal and an any maneuver that uses throttle control.
impact-pressure-rate feedback signal. both the throttle forward-loop gain Kab

The impact-pressure error signal is the and the throttle-rate limiter change as
result of the combination of a static- a function of commanded engine state.

pressure input, a commarned Mach input, For equivalent throttle commands within
and an impact-pressure input. The com- the core engine range (less than 980 of
manded Mach number is passed through a the power lever angle command value
pressure ratio command schedule and then PLAcid}, these parameters are 1.0 and
multiplied by ambient pressure to pro- 50 deg/sec, respectively; for equivalent

duce an impact-pressure command qkcmd. throttle commands of 98° of PLAcmd or

The difference between the comanded greater, these values are 0.33 and

impact pressure and the aircraft- 10 deq/sec, respectively.
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AiMIMDIX C - FIRA" DEVUIOPHPM generation of the linear model were per-
formed by using a computer program to

The functional capability of the produce the A, B, H, and G matrices for
FilA is derived from two separate func- a system of the form
tions - the maneuver command generation
and the control laws. The maneuver com-- AX + u
mand generation is a subset of the -- Ax --
underlying switching and command genera- _ 1I + _

tion logic. Any of six basic control

laws can be selected through this
switching and command loqic to control where x is the derivative of the state

the equivalent of throttle setting and vector with respect to timei x, u, and

longitudinal and lateral stick displace- y are conventional notations for state,

ment. This separation of the ceemand control, and observation vectors, re-

and control functions provides a flex- spectivelys and A, B, R, and G are

ible framework in which additional state, control, feedforvard, and obser-
maneuvers can easily be constructed. vation matrices, respectively. These

The basic control laws were determined matrices provided the basic linear

using linear analysis and classical design models for use in a linear
design techniques. These control laws design and analysis program (ref. 9).

were expanded to include nonlinear ele- The PCS control laws for the longi-

"ments and were evaluated in a high- tudinal and lateral-directional axes
fidelity, real-time, pilot-in-the-loop were added to the basic aircraft sys-
simulation environment. This simulation tem models to obtain the complete
was used not only to fine-tune the con- linear system.
trol laws, but also to develop the com-

mand generation and switching logic. Figures 35 and 36 show the block
diagrams for the PCS pitch and roll

Reference 6 describes the develop- axes, respectively. While these control

ment of the linear control laws and pre- laws are nonlinear in general, both axes
sents a preliminary mechanization of the can be easily linearized for a given

Ml. In references 7 and 8, the flight condition. The main nonlineari-

current FitOl mechanization and control ties of the pitch axis are in the mecha-
details are explained. The following nisation of the angle-of-attack and
sections of this appendix describe the normal-acceleration boundary controllers
development of the FilAP command genera- and in the maximum and minimum value

tion and control functions and the tools select functions. Because the FTiNh was
used in their development. designed to operate within angle-of-

attack and normal-acceleration boundary
Control Law Synthesis limits, these functions could be ignored

for the F1HAP linear analysis. The
The FINAP control laws were devel- nonlinear pitch stick shaping is elimi-

oped using real-time, pilot-in-the- nated from the tCS linear model and is
loop, 6-degree-of-freedom simulation, compensated by an inverse stick shaper

supported by sampled-data linear analy- in the FT¶AP longitudinal control laws
sis. This work was performed under (figs. 29 to 31). Figure 37 shows the
contract to NASA (ref. 6) and formed linear model of the KiMAT PCS pitch-

the basis of FTMAP. Using nonlinear axis control laws where only the angle-
equations of motion and a full-envelope of-attack feedback gain N. must be

nonlinear aerodynamic model, the lin- selected as a function of flight con-
earized state equations were derived

about selected trim points using numeri-
cal perturbation. The determination of zero for Mach numbers less than one.
trim using nonlinear equations and the
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Because all linear analyses were done axis ratesi and * and 8 are the Euler
at subsonic conditions, this loop bank angle and pitch angle, respec-
does not appear in any of the closed- tively. The control vector for the

loop analyses. normal-acceleration commanded windup
turn is

The PCS roll axis is much less com-
plicated. With only two gains dependent u - 16va,6r,6LI T

on flight condition, the control laws

are virtually linear. The only modifi- where 6 va and 6 r are the asymmetric
cation to the linear model is the elim- levon and rudder deflections, respec-

ination of the lateral stick gain PD' tively, and 6L represents the combined

which is compensated for by the incor- elevator and symmetric elevon deflec-
poration of an inverse function in the tion. The output vector used for this

FMWAP lateral control laws (figs. 32 maneuver model is
and 33). Figure 38 shows the linear

feedback model used for the roll axis of y M tq,an,;,p~r ay)T

the HiMAT PCS, and figure 39 shows the
linear model used to represent the where an and ay are the normal and

yaw axis. lateral body axis accelerations,

A sampled-data root locus analysis respectively, and h is the altitude

was performed using loop closures to rate. All quantities in x, y, and u

represent the normal-acceleration com- are perturbations about their trimmed

manded turn, the angle-of-attack coo- values for the steady-state turn.

manded turn, altitude hold, the pushover
pullup, and the winqs-level lateral The block diagram for the angle-of-

mode. The system models used for this attack commanded windup turn is shown

analysis consisted of four main sub- in figure 41. Both the state and

system models: onboard systems and control vectors are the same as for

vehicle model, transmission model, PCS the normal-acceleration commanded turn.

model, and FTMAP model. The onboard However, the observation vector has an

systems and the vehicle were modeled as additional term:

continuous systems. The transmission T

model represents pure delay induced by Y- aGq,anhp,rayl
the RPRV loop closure. The PCS and
FIMAP were represented as discrete where a is the angle of attack.

models. All the discrete models were

analyzed at the uplink rate of 53.3 ft, Figure 42 shows the altitude-hold
which corresponds to the 18.75-maec block diaqram. The vehicle state

cycle time of the ground-based PCS and vector is
FT•AP computers.

x - tu,w,qO
T

A block diagram of the linear

model used to analyze the normal- and the control input is a scalar 6 L.
acceleration commanded windup turn The output vector is

is shown in figure 40. The state
vector of the plant is - Tan,qIT

x - (u,v,w,p,q,r,*,,e|T
-- *The pushover pullup (fig. 43) is an

where u, v, and w are the body axis unsteady maneuver for which linear anal-

velocitims; p, q, and r are the body ysis at a single flight condition is
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not strictly valid. However, closing (fig. 31). The angle-of-attack con-
the angle-of-attack loop at the initial sanded turn analysis resulted in the
flight condition provided adequate angle-of-attack control mode (fig. 30),
modeling. The state vector for the which is identical in structure to the
pushover pullup is the same as that normal-acceleration command mode. The
used for the altitude-hold model; turn control mode (fig. 33) was deter-

mined from the roll axis of the turn
x - (u,wq,OjT analysis models (figs. 40 and 41) and is

the result of design using both normal-
The control is also the same and is acceleration and angle-of-attack command
the combined input of elevator and sys- models. The analysis and design using
metric elevon deflection 6L. The the pushover-pullup model (fig. 37) pro-
observation vector for the pushover- duced control laws identical to the
pullup maneuver is longitudinal control laws that resulted

from the analysis and design of the
an (aan,q)T angle-of-attack commanded turn. There-

fore, the angle-of-attack control laws

The wings-level mode shown in derived from the turn design (fig. 30)

figure 44 is the lateral-directional could be used to control angle of attack
for the pushover pullup. The wings-levelportion of straight-and-level control cnrllw fg 2 eedrvdfo

and he ushoer ullp. Fr tesecontrol laws (fig. 32)vwere derived fromand the pushover pullup. For these tewnslvlmdl(i.4)

maneuvers, longitudinal control is
modeled by the altitude-hold andmoveledbyther- altiptmdes o respec y The inverse stick shaper given in
oweverunliketheturn mode,, re ctives, all longitudinal control laws (figs. 29to 31) and the lateral gain factor givenmaneuvers can be easily decoupled into in the lateral control laws (figs. 32

simpler models that can be analyzed
separately. The state vector for the ani 3 ae th resulof the mingwingsLeve mod is echnique used to develop "the linear
wings-level mode s models of the PCS pitch arnj roll axes.

eiT •Lther of these functions was incor-
E-- (porated into the linear modelsi there-

fore, the inverses of those functions
and the control vector is were required in the nonlinear Fr9IAP

T control laws. except for the altitude-
u (6 va, 6 r) hold mode, which has no inteqrator, all

control laws contain a limiting function
The output vector is attached to a forward-loop integrator.

These functions are added to the system

ytT to prevent saturation of the integrator
- (p.~y,$ beyond its output capability. Without

From the linear analysis. five of these limiters on the integrators, large

the six basic control laws were derived- command signals could be built up if the
altitude-hold control, anqle-of-attack input error signal remained nonzero
controi , normal-acceleratnon controlt after the output reached its maximum.

wings-level control, and turn control.
The respective block diagrams of these ed altitud e error
control laws are shown In figures 29 and altitude-rate error feedback in the
to 33. The altitude-hold mode (fig. 29) turn control mode (fig. 33) are to pro-

is derived from the altitude-hold model vent saturation of the roll axis caused

(fig. 42). The normal-acceleration by larqe errors in those parameters.
The rate-limiting function preceding the

normal-ncceleration control mode forward-loop integrator in the two roll-
axis control modes (figs. 32 and 33)
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minimizes the transients in output com- control cockpit in the RPRV facility.

sand during mode or command transitions. The stick computer is a special-purpose

These nonlinear elements were added to analog computer that controls the force

the linear control laws, which were then and feel characteristics of the stick.

implemented on the FTKAP computer of the Both the stick computer and the cockpit-

real-time simulation of the HiMAT system. interface electronics duplicate the
equipment used in the RPRV facility.

Simulation Analysis The simulation facility RPRV computers
consist of four minicomputers that are

Control laws (ref. 6) provided by entirely software compatible with the

the contractor, Teledyne Ryan Aero- actual RPRV flight computers. The

nautical Corp., were implemented in decommutation computers decode the

the NASA Ames-Dryden simulation facility downlink from the simulation computers

for evaluation and fine-tuning in a and select parameters for use in the

realistic, pilot-in-the-loop environ- PCS computer and the 7TMAP computer.

ment. The HiMAT-FTKAP simulation system This system is designed to provide a
(fig. 45) then replaced the linear anal- detailed and highly accurate model of

ysis program as the FVTAP development the system illustrated in figure 8 and

tool. The simulation system, which discussed in the HiIKAT systems descrip-

includes the simulation computer, actual tion in the main body of this report

flight hardware, and duplicate RPRV and FM9AP operational characteristics

facility flight support computers, section of appendix A.

realistically reproduces the inter-

faces and timing of the actual RPRV The array processor contains a

flight system. nonlinear model of the HiMAT aero-

dynamics (including flexibility effects)
Simulation Facility that covers the entire HiiMAT flight

envelope. The equations of motion are
The simulation computers, consisting integrated within the array processor

of two general-purpose minicomputers and at a 4.54-meec rate using a modified

an array processor, model the vehicle second-order Runge-Kutta integrator.

aerodynamics and all onboard systems This integration interval corresponds to

except those modeled in the flight hard- the 220-Hz downlink rate of the actual

ware rack. The flight hardware rack flight system (fig. 4). The main simu-

consists of a breadboard version of the 1ation computers provide an interface

actual HiMAT onboard computer, an uplink between the array processor and the
encoder hardlined to a receiver and other simulation equipment. These com-

decoder system (bypassing only the puters also contain the real-time input-

transmitter-receiver radiofrequency output functions: digital-to-analog

link), and high-fidelity electronic conversion, analog-to-digital conver-

models of each of the HiMAT servo- sian, and processing of input and output

actuators. The patch bays serve as discrete signals. The main simulation

general-purpose simulation facility computers model the performance of

interfaces and route the discrete the HiKAT integrated propulsion con-

and analog signals throuqhout the trol system (ref. 10) and engine as a
facility. These patch bays inter- function of throttle setting and flight

connect the simulation computers not condition, the atmosphere, onboard

only to the flight hardware rack but instrumentation, and vehicle sensors.

also to the cockpit through the cockpit- The use of this HiMAT simulation to
interface electronics, develop and qualify ground-based flight

codes such as the FP'MAP is discussed

The simulation facility cockpit is in reference 11.

an exact duplicate of the actual flight
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Development of Throttle Control Mode commanded parameter sufficiently to
raise thrust deme-, hove that provided

Using the real-time simulation, the at minimum after-' Lner.
FTKAP throttle control mode (fig. 34)
was developed on the basis of the BCS Development of Command
high-altitude throttle control law. Generation Function
References 12 and 13 describe the BCS
in general and the BCS throttle control The HiMAT-FTMAP simulation system
laws in particular. Impact-pressure was also used extensively to develop the
rate, derived from an onboard analog command generation functions (fig. 25)
differentiation of the output of the required to support the automatic maneu-
impact-pressure sensor (app. D), was vers. The maneuver command generation
essential to the success of the FTMAP function can be used to specify the com-
Mach-number control. manded angle of attack, normal accelera-

tion, bank angle, roll rate, altitude,
The BCS throttle control laws were altitude rate, and Mach number.

designed for control of the core engine
from idle to military power. However, In all the FTMAP maneuvers, com-
the FTMAP was also required to control mands were generated to control the
the afterburner. Several modifications time-varying parameters. These com-
to the basic control laws were needed mands were based on the selected maneu-
to accommodate this expanded range of ver and the target conditions input
operation. Two changes of a generic on the thuabwheel switches. The angle-
nacure were required; that is, the of-attack command is used during the
forward-loop gain Kab was lowered, and pushover-pullup maneuvers and the angle-
the throttle-rate limit was decreased of-attack commanded winduL- turns.
in the afterburner command range. Both Normal-acceleration commano is used
of these chanqes were based on predic- during the normal-acceleration commanded
tions from a batch simulation of the windup turns and the rocking-horse
HLMAT J8S-21 engine performance, such maneuver. During the windup turns, the
as that illustrated in figure 46. angle-of-attack and normal-acceleration
Both variables, Kab and tY-ottle-rate commands increase linearly at a speci-
Limit, are related to the slope of the fVed command rate.
thrust curve. Becauue this slope is
a factor of two or three larger for The command rates for the HiMAT pro-
the afterourner region than for the gram are currently set at 0.25 deg/sec
core region, the two paraseters were for angle of attack and 0.2 g/sec for
reduced accordinkiLy. normal acceleration. The command is

ramped from the trimmed value to the
Another chanqe to general throttle target condition. When the throttle

control was based on the predicted control first commands the afterburner
thrust differential between military region, the angle-of-attack and normal-
and minimum afterburner. A timer was acceleration commands are slowed to
added to eliminate a potential cycling allow time for a stable afterburner
In and out of the afterburner in the light and the attendant increase in
windup turn that might be caused by this thrust before continuing. This 2-sec
thrust differential. This timer prevents delay prevents excessive thrust demand
a return to the core engine region for and subsequent Mach loss during after-
5 sec following an afterburner request. burner lighting. Angle-of-attack and
This allows the angle-of-attack or normal-acceleration commands are also
normal-acceleration commanded control used during the exit phase of the turn
law the necessary time to increase the and rocking-horse maneuvers. During the
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exit phase, the commands are ramped down zero-excess-thrust throttle setting.
to the initial trim condition at the Although the option of performing a
previously described command rates. rocking-horse maneuver at various throt-

tle settings was available, only the
The angle-of-attack command for the maximum afterburner setting was used.

pushover-pullup maneuver is illustrated
in figure 5, where &a corresponds to the In the turning maneuvers, bank-angle
value Aacmd requested on the second set command was set to 00 and was not used
of thumbwheel switches. Starting at the for maneuver control. Originally, this
trim value, angle-of-attack command is command was used for turn initiation.
linearly decreased to a - acmd When Roll-rate command was later used to

the minimum value is reached, the com- initiate the roll into the turn. This

mand is held for a specified time A . command was set to 10.00 deg/sec and
was maintained until the vehicle had

The command is then linearly ramped achieved a 350 bank angle. At that
until it is Aacmd above the trim value. time, the roll-rate command was set
This new value is held for A seconds, to 0 deg/sec.
and then the angle of attack is linearly
ramped back to its original trim value. For all conditions except the
Both the command rate and the hold time thrust-limited windup turn, altitude
are variable from flight to flight by and altitude-rate command are not used
means of a software change. The final dynamicallyl that is, altitude reference
values were 0.50 deg/sec for the angle- is set to the vehicle altitude at FTKAP
of-attack command rate and 0 sec for the engagement, and altitude-rate command is
hold time. zero. However, for the thrust-limited

windup turn, reference altitude tracks
The rocking-horse maneuver is the current vehicle altitude, and

controlled with the normal-acceleration altitude-rate command is based on
command. The windup turn to the zero- Mach-number error (fig. 48). The
excess-thrust condition is the same as integral path commands a steady-state
the normal-acceleration commanded windup altitude rate, limited to -3020 m/mmn

turn, except for the region where the (-10,000 ft/min). The direct path can
equivalent throttle command approaches provide a quick nose-down roll into the
maximum afterburner. The normal- thrust-limited maneuver to prevent
acceleration command rate is reduced excessive Mach error. The altitude-rate
from 0.2 g/sec at 80-percent full command mode is activated when the zero-
equivalent throttle to 0.02 g/sec at excess-thrust condition is detected
95-percent and above full equivalent during a windup turn.
throttle (fig. 47). The command reduc-
tion is based on percent equivalent Mach number is normally commanded

throttle to allow the rockinq-horse mode directly from the thumbwheel switches.
to be exercised durinq conditions other However, for some of the maneuvers,
than maximum afterburner. On the simu- negative or positive increments are
lator, this slowing of the command rate added to the selected reference Mach
has proven very effective in simulta- number Mref to aid Mach control. During
neously approaching zero-excess-thrust the straight-and-level phase of all
normal acceleration ano and maximum turning maneuvers, an increment of

afterburner command. In fact, this 0.01 Mach is added to Mref. This value

technique has eliminated the need to is held until the zero-excess-thrust
adjust the final ano. During the condition is reached, at which time the

increment is set to 0.02 Mach to
rocking-horse maneuver, the throttle increase the commanded altitude rate.
command is locked at the predefined Artificially increasing the target Mach
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number provides sufficient lead time to the FTMAP is engaged when the vehicle is
allow the engine or the aircraft to straight and level. The effects of off-
respond to a known future requirement. nominal engagement of the FTMAP are
When the exit phase is initiated, the illustrated in figure 49. This simula-
increment is eliminated. This same tion operated at a 7600-m (25,000-ft)
approach has led to the somewhat more altitude and Mach 0.90 shows an off-
involved method used in the constant- condition engagement at extreme con-
Mach pushover pullup. For this latter ditions. The altitude rate is in excess
maneuver, an increment of -0.01 Mach of 30 m/sec (100 ft/sec), and roll atti-
is added to Mref during the straight- tude is approximately 400. At FTMAP
and-level portion of the maneuver, engagement, the FTMAP longitudinal com-
As the decreasing angle-of-attack mand is a stick forward step, resulting
command begins, this adjustment is in the 3.00- to 5.00-deg/sec angle-of-
set to 0.01 Mach and held constant attack rate. There is a small roll-axis
until the minimum angle of attack is transient, but the effects of the wings-
reached. The Mach increment is then level control mode can be seen on the
reset to zero. bank-angle trace, where a wings-level

condition is achieved in 4 sec and is
Switching logic within the FT1AP completely damped in 6 sec.

is used for several purposes: (1) to
change between the three maneuver phases, When a maneuver is commanded, the
(2) to detect zero excess thrust in the straight-and-level phase is continued
windup turns, (3) to change to the for 5 sec to ensure straight-and-level
thrust-limited turn, (4) to determine flight. The longitudinal command is
when to initiate each portion of the switched from the altitude-hold mode
rocking-horse maneuver, and (5) to pro- (fig. 29) to the appropriate command
vide the anticipated throttle commands. mode - that is, either the normal-
The switching logic is functionally acceleration (fig. 31) or the angle-
interrelated to the command generation, of-attack (fig. 30) control mode. The
but conceptually it can be treated lateral-axis control is switched from
separately. Use of a full-envelope the wings-level mode (fig. 32) to the
nonlinear simulation was essential in turn control mode (fig. 33) when a turn
the development of the switching logic, is requested; otherwise, the %ings-level
for which the HiMAT-FTMAP simulation mode is used throughout the maneuver.
system was used extensively. The mode switching in the pitch axis is

transient-free because Gcmd (fig. 30) or
At FTHAP engagement, the altitude- ancmd (fiq. 31) is initialized to the

hold (fig. 29), wings-level control straight-and-level value of the cor-
(fig. 34) modes are used to cormand responding parameter, and because the(fvig. e 34) tode ae seh-d -v tocommandforward-loop integrators are initialized
the vehicle to a straight-and-level to the output of the altitude-hold mode
condition at the reference altitude (scaled appropriately to account for the
and requested Mach number. The forward-
loop integrator of the throttle control
mode is initialized to the pilot cor- pressure scheduled gain). The transition
manded cockpit throttle position. The from the wings-level mode (fig. 32)

forward-loop integrator in the wings- to the turn control mode (fig. 33) is

level control mode is initialized to minimized because the turn control inte-
zero. No signal ramping is performed in grator is initialized to the value of

any axis. Because of its initializa- the wings-level control integrator, and
a tbecause the washout filter on roll-ratetion, the throttle control engageeno the feedback is initialized to the zero-transient-free. The engagement of the r l - a e e r r c n i i n
other two axes is transient-free only if
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To initiate the turn, a roll-rate excess-thrust condition is approached,
command is used to achieve a 350 bank and a Mach increment is added to Mcmd
angle *. At * equal to 350, the command (fig. 48), as described previously in
is set to zero. Figure 49 shows the this appendix. This step results in
virtually transient-free nature of this an abrupt altitude-rate command, which
mode switching into the maneuver. The bypasses the forward-loop integrator
transition from the maneuver phase to the in the turn control mode (fig. 33). A
exit phase of a maneuver involves no rapid increase in bank angle results,
mode switching and always terminates and because the bank angle is more than
with a 2-sec linear ramping between the that required for level flight with
output of either the normal-acceleration the commanded normal acceleration, the
or the angle-of-attack control mode and vehicle begins a downward spiral and
that of the altitude-hold mode. The quickly acquires the velocity necessary
transition from the exit phase back to to maintain the target Mach number.
the straight-and-level phase begins when
the command parameter has returned to Flight Test Development
the initial trim value. At that point,
the previously described longitudinal Use of the HiMAT-FTMAP simulation
ramping begins, and the lateral control did not end when FTMAP flight testing
mode is switched to the wings-level mode began. In fact, the simulator became
if the aircraft is coming out of a turn. even more important during this part of

the FTMAP development and served to
The logic to detect the zero-excess- minimize the problems encountered during

thrust condition was perhaps the most flight. The simulation was used not
difficult of all developments for the only to develop and qualify every modi-
FTMAP. Various approaches, such as fication mode for the FTMAP, but also to
directly computing the specific power plan each mission prior to flight. This
Ps and calculating the total vehicle allowed potential FThAP problems to be

acceleration V, were tried. However, detected in the simulation rather than
a simple scheme was ultimately used. in flight. In addition, the simulation
Velocity was monitored 0.2 sec after was used as a diagnostic tool. vor dif-
maximum afterburner was commanded. If ficulties encountered in flight, the
velocity decreased consistently for simulator could often be used for dupli-
0.1 sec (six computational cycles), a cation, analysis, and correction of the
thrust-limited condition was declared, problem. For example, the dynamic-
This technique was used for both the nor- pressure gain scheduling in the FTMAP
mal windup turns and the turn into the longitudinal control modes resulted from
rocking-horse maneuver without a false such a process. The pitch axis seemed
thrust-limited condition being declared, to have too little damping during flight

at high dynamic pressures. However, by

During the normal windup turns, increasing the forward-loop gain to

detection of zero excess thrust results decrease the gain margin in the pitch

in the engagement of the altitude-rate axis, the problem was duplicated reason-

command mode (fig. 48). In thrust- ably well on the simulator. The gain

limited turns, the transition to the schedule was then developed and tested

thrust-limited condition results in using the simulation before flight test.

a step input to the altitude-rate com-
mand (fig. 48), which in turn, causes Experience with the original design

a step input into the turn control mode of the turn initiation command for wind-

(fig. 33). Two factors cause this up turns involved a different set of
response - the Mach number is usually problems. The original design (ref. 6)
below the target Mach as the zero- used a nonzero bank-angle command to
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initiate the roll into the windup turns, command scheme was modified to be a
The roll into the turn was assisted by function of roll-rate command to achieve
a bank-angle command that remained in a minimum bank angle. Figure 51 shows
effect from turn initiation until the the flight results that employed this
bank angle was within 100 of the com- modified bank-angle command method and
manded bank angle. After being illustrates the improved performance.
qualified on the real-time simulation,
this scheme was used on the first two Although the HiMAT-FTMAP simula-
maneuvering flights. tion has proven to be a valuable tool,

it has significant limitations. The
Figure 49 shows the results of a HiMAT systems are represented by highly

simulated windup turn at an altitude of refined hardware models or even exact
7600 m (25,000 ft) and Mach 0.90. This duplicates of actual flight systems.
maneuver was engaged outside the normal However, the key element - the aero-
capture window with an altitude rate in dynamic model - has inaccuracies and
excess of 1820 m/min (6000 ft/min) and inherent unknowns that hamper the
a 400 bank angle, which resulted in a translation from simulation to flight.
capture with significant equivalent stick Further, the relative inaccessibility
activity. Although somewhat less damped of the aerodynamic model in the array
than desired in the roll axis for the processor, combined with schedule con-
engagement of the straight-and-level straints, virtually eliminates con-
phase, the simulated performance during sideration of aerodynamic variations.
the turn from maneuver initiation to A mechanization such as the FTMAP puts
exit command was excellent, more demands on a simulation system

than does a pilot or a conventional
On the second FTMAP maneuvering autopilot. The control loops in the

flight, a windup turn was attempted FTMAP are tightly closed to provide pre-
twice. As shown in figure 50, the cise command tracking. Thus, the FTMAP
equivalent lateral stick command went is somewhat more sensitive to modeling
from stop to stop on the output limiter errors than are normal controllers.
of the turn control mode. The flight However, this alone cannot explain
performance was unacceptable and was all the differences between simulation
also not reproducible on the HiMAT-FTMAP and flight results. In addition, the
simulation, even with the turn control effects of these modeling errors could
mode gains raised by a factor of three, have been minimized in a more flexible
On the basis of a review of the roll- simulation that allowed variations in
axis control techniques used by the the parameters to which the FTMAP was
pilot, the rate of maneuver initiation sensitive. This problem of parameter
(that is, the roll rate at maneuver sensitivity is discussed in the FUTURE
initiation) was decreased by eliminating RESEARCH section of this report.
the bank-angle command. Thus, the turn
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APPDIDIX D - SPECIAL HiKAT onboard static-pressure and impact-
INSTRUNITATION pressure signals was differentiated

with analog filters whose transfer
In addition to the standard set functions were

of flight test instrumentation, the
HiHAT vehicle was equipped with on- G(s) s
board electronics that provided two (0.2s + 1)i
unique parameters that greatly aided
the development and application of the where s is the Laplace variable. These
FTMAP. These parameters were static- differentiated analog signals were then
pressure rate and impact-pressure rate. digitized and sent to the ground-based
Static-pressure rate was used to com- computers using the telemetry downlink.
pute an altitude-rate signal without
the large delays normally associated The static-pressure-rate signal
with altitude-rate measurements. was used to compute altitude rate
Impact-pressure rate was used directly using the measured static pressure
in the throttle control mode (fig. 34) and the schedule of static-pressure
to provide damping as well as to pre- gradient as a function of altitude
vent overshoot in Mach number. shown in figure 52. Figure 53 shows

the altitude-rate calculation in block
Both signals were derived from diagram form.

normal instrumentation. Each of the
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TABLE 19 - MANEUVER SETTINGS

Maneuver
setting Description of maneuver
number

I Normal-acceleration commanded windup turn to the right

2 Normal-acceleration commanded windup turn to the left
3 Angle-of-attack commanded windup turn to the right
4 Angle-of-attack commanded windup turn to the left

5 Pushover-pullup maneuver with throttle fixed
6 Pushover-pullup maneuver with constant Mach
7 Rocking-horse maneuver to the right
8 Rocking-horse maneuver to the left

TABLE 2. - CONTROL MODES USED FOR MANEUVERS

Maneuver Control mode

Straight and level Attitude hold, throttle
control, and wings-
level control

Pushover pullup Angle-of-attack control,
throttle control,a and
wings-level control

Normal-acceleration commanded Normal-acceleration control,

windup turn throttle control,b and
turn control

Angle-of-attack commanded Angle-of-attack control,
windup turn throttle control,a and

turn control

Rocking horse Normal-acceleration control,

throttle control,b and
turn control

aNot used in fixed-throttle maneuver.

bNot used after Ps - 0 condition.
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Figure 27. HiMAT cockpit showing FT1WP hardware.
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